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Emotional song. Not quite sure what the genera is for this. It's certainly not rock sense it's meant to be
kind of slow. anyway tell me what you think.
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1 - How do I let go

Letting go is something new
It’s the hardest thing I have to do
I’m a broken mirror
Brake again and again
Pick up the pieces cause its not the end
But I try so much and I fall so hard
So I really don’t know where to start
But I cant keep going on like this
I’ll tare me apart

I don’t understand how I got this far
Waiting for the end to come so I can start
To heal my broken heart again
But how can you heal something that doesn’t need to mend

And how can you start all over like that
How can I let go I don’t understand
But I need it so bad I need it to end
And I don’t know what that even is yet
So how do I start all over like that
How can I let go I don’t understand
But I need it so bad I need it to end
And I don’t know what that even is yet

I can’t wait for the end to come
I just can’t live like this
Broken glass in hand
Cutting up my heart

I can’t wait for the end to come
I just can’t live like this
Sealing cracks in my soul
How do I let go

I don’t understand how I got this far
Waiting for the end to come so I can start
To heal my broken heart again
But how can you heal something that doesn’t need to mend

Letting go is something new
It’s the hardest thing I have to do
I’m a broken mirror



Brake again and again
Pick up the pieces cause its not the end
But I try so much and I fall so hard
So I really don’t know where to start
But I cant keep going on like this
I’ll tare me apart
I’ll tare me apart
I’ll tare me apart
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